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For Museum of Science president and director Ioannis (Yannis)
Miaoulis, membership on the NASA Advisory Council may well
have been foretold by childhood summers spent in a tiny Greek
village near Korinth. “Because there was no electricity, stargazing
was a nightly activity,” he says.
As he traveled from Greece to the United States for his studies,
he never forgot the stars. When in 1982, he met a fellow Tufts
University undergraduate student named Beth, a love-struck
Yannis looked back to the sky for courtship counsel. He took
Beth to the Charles Hayden Planetarium for their first date and
later suggested that when apart they focus on the dimmer star
of the Big Dipper to be reminded of one another.
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Beth received a romantic surprise when Yannis unexpectedly
joined her group of friends on spring break in Fort Lauderdale,
Florida. Because as a boy he had dreamed of working for NASA,
he led the group to the Kennedy Space Center and promptly
purchased a NASA cap that would become a staple of his summer
wardrobe for the next decade.

>

(Clockwise from top) Yannis Miaoulis as Museum
president sporting his NASA jacket; as a boy in
Greece and as a young man with his beloved Beth

ioAnnis MiAouLis PhD joined the Museum

of Science as president and director in January
2003. He came to the Museum from Tufts
University, where he was dean of the School
of Engineering. An innovative educator with
a passion for science and engineering, he
championed the introduction of engineering
into the Massachusetts public school
curriculum, making the Commonwealth first
in the nation to develop a K—12 curriculum
framework and assessments for technology/
engineering. His dream is to make everyone
scientifically and technologically literate.

It seems only natural, then, that Yannis accepted an invitation to
join the NASA Advisory Council in 2007. Through the council,
he is able to extend the visibility of the Museum of Science to
internationally recognized leaders in the fields of aerospace and
astrophysics. In turn, he brings back to the Museum information
about cutting-edge innovations at NASA. In addition, serving on
NASA’s Human Capital Committee grants Yannis the opportunity
to inﬂuence major initiatives designed to improve engineering
education in America.
“The Museum of Science has long been a leader in providing
informal education to millions of visitors,” says Yannis.
“And our mission requires that we extend ourselves as far
as possible to serve the public good.”

The Museum of science
Changing Lives to Change the World

Yannis’s collaboration with NASA ensures that the Museum
of Science will continue to play a vital role in inﬂuencing and
promoting scientific and technological literacy throughout the
world. And for that, he thanks his lucky stars. ■

The Museum of Science is the country’s
only science museum with a comprehensive
strategy and infrastructure to foster
technological literacy in both science
museums and schools nationwide.
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In 1998, armed with a biology degree from Cornell
University, Jerry DeSilva envisioned himself on the
fast track to a biotechnology company. Instead,
he found his way to the doorstep of the Museum
of Science, where he unexpectedly discovered his
true career path. The next ten years would lead
him through exotic locales, exciting adventures,
and transformative discoveries.

The education of Jerry Desilva
How a Biologist Found His Calling
“I can love data, I can love evidence, but I can never
be married to an idea,” says Jerry DeSilva. “If the
data doesn’t support the idea, then it’s wrong, and
I have to let it go. But, by being wrong, it opens up
this new avenue that I didn’t explore before.”

>

(l to r) Jerry DeSilva excavating a fossilized human
skeleton in western Uganda; some of the many casts
of fossil hominin skulls on exhibit in the Human Body
Connection; Jerry studying chimpanzees in the
Kibale National Park of Uganda

“I really didn’t know what science was until I started working with
all the amazing thinkers here,” he says. “I fell in love with how the
Museum teaches science, and I really began to understand what science
was all about.”
Jerry’s journey began in the Museum’s Human Body Connection,
working alongside Lucy Kirshner, manager of discovery spaces. After
spending his weekdays teaching high school science in Somerset,
Massachusetts, he spent weekends dissecting and inﬂating the lungs of
a sheep, experimenting with the human sense of taste, and demonstrating
the similarities between the Museum’s cotton-top tamarins’ behavior and
our own. All of these visitor experiences were designed to make science
education accessible and fun for students of all ages.
In 1999 Jerry was selected to participate in the Museum’s year-long
education fellowship program, which trains college graduates to
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Apes in Africa
Lucy saw that Jerry had found his calling. “It was pretty clear that his destiny was now physical
anthropology,” she says. “In very rapid order, he knew more than I.” She also recognized that
he needed to leave the Museum to take the next step in his career, so she encouraged him to
pursue a PhD.
“Lucy is so wise, and I trusted her so much,” he says. “If she thought it was the
right move, it probably was.”
In 2003 Jerry entered the physical anthropology doctorate program at Boston
University. After a year, his faculty advisor accepted a new position at the University
of Michigan and invited him to go along. Jerry’s dissertation research was to take
him farther afield than Michigan, however. Since 2005, he has embarked on four
research expeditions in Africa to study hominin evolution. Hominin is a term used
to refer to humans and any number of bipedal primates that have evolved over the
last six million years.

>

Lucy Kirshner, manager of
discovery spaces; fossil
searching in Uganda’s Queen
Elizabeth National Park;
an adult male chimpanzee
in the Kibale National Park
of Uganda

In order to understand the evolution of the movement of the modern human ankle,
its joint shape, and bone structure—the subject of his dissertation—Jerry compared
ancient fossils to modern bones. A 20-million-year-old site in eastern Uganda
was just one of the awe-inspiring locations where Jerry studied ape fossils. He also spent two
summers in Uganda observing the climbing movement patterns of chimpanzees, which
provided a window into understanding the climbing activities of our early ancestors.

adventure

become effective educators in a museum setting. After completing the fellowship, he was hired
by Lucy as a full-time life science interpretation coordinator in the Human Body Connection.
Although he had a broad interest in biology, he had never seriously entertained the possibility
of specializing in biological anthropology. But when Lucy asked him to research the evolution
of early humans and explore ways to make evolutionary education more digestible for Museum
visitors, he tapped into a passion that had been hiding beneath the surface.

Jerry says he found these experiences fascinating, rewarding, and often moving. He speaks
of the kindness of the local people, the exhilarating fossil discoveries, and the vast differences
in culture. “Africa is such an exhilarating place. Once you step off that continent, you can’t wait
to go back,” he says. “There is definitely something that always draws me back to Africa.”

“Pretty Cool”
Upon earning his doctorate in the summer of 2008, Jerry accepted a position teaching biology
at Worcester State College in Massachusetts. He had two simple requirements for the right job:

WHAT is THe eDucATion feLLoWsHiP PRoGRAM?

As Jerry DeSilva’s story shows, Museum of Science fellowships can have
the power to change a person’s life. Each year, the Museum of Science offers
training positions to three individuals from an applicant pool of about 80.
Most of the Museum’s fellows are recent college graduates. They come to the
Museum to learn how to offer informal education in science and technology
fields and are mentored by Museum staff.
The Museum is able to offer these fellowships because of three organizations
that provided endowed funds for the purpose. The Museum is extremely grateful
to: The Charles E. Merrill Fellowship Fund, the George & Virginia Shattuck
Fellowship Fund, and the Arthur Vining Davis Fellowship Fund. Jerry DeSilva’s

to be in New England and to join an institution that emphasized teaching. Teaching was what he had loved
most about being at the Museum of Science, he says. “I love the research, but there are only so many hours
in a day. If you’re spending most of your time on research, your teaching suffers.”
Discovering a love of teaching and the inspiration to pursue a higher degree were just two aspects of Jerry’s
transformative experience at the Museum. He also met his future wife, Erin, who worked as an education
fellow and later in youth programs. They married in 2005.
Jerry still feels close to Lucy and the Museum despite years of physical distance. “You never really do leave,”
he says. “You can’t. That’s the thing about this place.”
The Museum of Science helped him find his footing, he says. Lucy argues that “Jerry had it in him all along”—
she just gave him room to run. Either way, Jerry strives to achieve great things. “There are a thousand ways
your life can unfold, all of which can be pretty cool. I’m really happy mine unfolded this way.” ■

fellowship was made possible by the Arthur Vining Davis Fellowship Fund.
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eXPLoRATion s

In the middle of a clear night on a mountaintop in Chile,
the control room of the Magellan telescope is quiet.
Dozens of monitors track the telescope system’s vital
signs, like those of a comfortably resting patient, while
the telescope’s giant mirror silently harvests faint and
ancient light. When the exposure is done, a computer
terminal beeps softly, the data stream to a computer
disk and ﬂash up on a monitor for the astronomer—
patient as a ﬁsherman—to inspect.

nearly Midnight
by Dr. Robert P. Kirshner, Clowes Professor of Science at Harvard University

The future of the universe depends
on the balance of these two big
competitors: dark matter trying to
slow things down and dark energy
trying to speed things up.

>

(l to r) Inside Las Campanas Observatory in Chile,
instrument specialist Jorge Bravo and Observatory
director Miguel Roth examine an infrared camera
on the Landon Clay telescope; the Milky Way
galaxy; Las Campanas Observatory at night

“This one looks good, Mauricio. One small step for mankind. Let’s go
on to object #34 in the catalog, supernova 2008mk.”
The telescope operator types a few keys; relays click, motors whirr,
and the big machine out in the dome obediently pivots to the next target,
then settles back into its quiet tracking mode. A quick snapshot shows
a little dot next to a bigger, fuzzy patch. The astronomer adjusts the
telescope to send light from that dot down into the spectrograph and
starts another time exposure.
Light from an exploding star has traveled for seven billion years. It came
half-way across the visible universe and now bounces off the mirrors,
trickles into the instrument, and builds up a signal—revealing, just a
little, the history of the universe.

6
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sighting

The exploding star, so benign on the telescope monitor, is a natural nuclear bomb. It transforms simple
elements like hydrogen and helium that emerged from the Big Bang into complex ones like the oxygen
you are breathing, the calcium that stiffens your spine, and the iron in the hemoglobin
of your blood that carries oxygen to your brain so you can grasp these ideas.
Humans have been engaged in scientific discovery for about 400 years. When we mix
what we have learned about how the world works with our accumulated evidence from
astronomical observation, most of it recent, we realize that the world we see is certainly
not all or even most of what actually makes up the universe. We see that stars and the
galaxies made of stars are pulled by much stronger gravitational forces than the stars
themselves supply. There must be something else, and a lot of it—dark matter.
We see that the galaxies are moving apart in an expanding universe. Recently, careful
measurement of the dim dots of distant supernovae has shown that this expansion is
speeding up. This means there must be something else that has a kind of anti-gravity
effect—dark energy. And there must be a lot of it, since it seems to have the upper
hand over dark matter.
The future of the universe depends on the balance of these two big competitors:
dark matter trying to slow things down and dark energy trying to speed things up.
Curiously, ordinary matter, the stuff we are made of, makes up only about 5% of
the matter and energy in the universe. A clear-eyed appraisal of our role in all of this
makes some people feel small and insignificant. My own view is that although we are
just bystanders, we are intelligent bystanders and are woven into the big picture, too.
Made of atoms forged in stars, up on mountains made of star-stuff, we are slowly,
night by quiet night, filling in this picture of our place in the universe.

RoBeRT P. KiRsHneR

is Clowes Professor of Science at
Harvard University. He is a member
of the High-z Supernova Team that
shared in the 2007 Gruber prize in
cosmology for the discovery of cosmic

>

Supernova 1994D in a nearby galaxy. For about
a month, an exploding star shines as brightly as
several billion stars like the Sun.

The astronomer is calm. This is just one of a long list of objects to observe tonight. The little dot is nothing much.
A casual visitor might wonder why these people are going to so much trouble to study this unremarkable smudge
on the monitor, an anonymous galaxy deep in space. It doesn’t compare to the sumptuous colored images projected
on a planetarium dome or printed in an astronomy magazine. But the astronomer is happy because each object he
studies carries meaning. Its meaning comes from understanding the light that carries a message from the ancient
past—showing us where we are, where we came from, and hinting at where we are going. The astronomer is also
a little bit hungry, but sits quietly while the photons arrive to answer deep questions of cosmic origins.

8

“Next object. Number 35. It’s nearly midnight. When’s lunch?” ■

acceleration. His favorite dish at the

We gratefully acknowledge Dr. Kirshner’s contribution to our ﬁrst magazine

Magellan Observatory is empanadas.

2009: THe inTeRnATionAL YeAR of AsTRonoMY

The United Nations General Assembly has proclaimed 2009 the International
Year of Astronomy (IYA2009). An initiative of the International Astronomical
Union and the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization,
best known as UNESCO, IYA2009 is a global celebration of astronomy and

Out of this quiet, seemingly dull work comes an exciting, strange, and puzzling picture. The images of real scientific
investigations are not always stunning, but the ideas they reveal are incandescent and stimulating.

its contributions to society and culture, highlighted by the 400th anniversary

For here we are on a planet orbiting a middle-aged, middleweight star we call the Sun. It is one of 100 billion stars
in the Milky Way galaxy, and our galaxy is one of 100 billion galaxies that are more-or-less equivalent to our own.
We see galaxies in all directions, but all our information comes at the slow-as-cold-molasses speed of light, which
means that, as we look farther out, we see light that left long ago. In this limited way, a telescope is a no-nonsense
time machine. We’re at the present, but the past stretches back about 14 billion years in all directions, back toward
the hot beginning of the Big Bang.

IYA2009 is to stimulate worldwide interest in astronomy and science,

And that big past is literally where we came from. Everything we see around us: rocks, water, houses, even the stuff of
our own bodies results from cosmic events that took place before the Earth and Sun formed about five billion years ago.

literacy—the tools that allow us to explore the cosmos.

of the first use of an astronomical telescope by Galileo Galilei. The aim of

especially among young people.
The Museum of Science is celebrating astronomy in its own way—as this
magazine suggests—by transforming the Charles Hayden Planetarium on
its 50th anniversary and consistently fostering both scientific and engineering

for more information on iYA2009, visit astronomy2009.org.
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The ﬁrst major planetarium in New England
opened its doors at the Museum of Science
50 years ago thanks to the Charles Hayden
Foundation and other generous donors. Since
then millions of visitors have ﬂocked to this domed
240-seat theater to experience an immersive view
of the seemingly boundless universe.

out of This World:
A New Planetarium
TRAnsfoRMinG THe cHARLes HAYDen PLAneTARiuM will be a work of science, engineering,

and dedicated philanthropy. With the Charles Hayden Foundation having again invested in this iconic
Boston facility by providing $2 million to cover the cost of the Zeiss Starmaster projector, and a cadre
of individual and foundation donors having committed additional funds totaling $3,406,243, the Museum is
on its way to creating a new, mind-bending learning experience for visitors.
But we need your help to complete the job! Please join in supporting the transformation of the
Charles Hayden Planetarium. For information concerning individual, corporate, and foundation naming
and endowment opportunities, contact Barbara feldman, director of principal gifts, at 617-589-0461.

>

Immersed in the Charles Hayden Planetarium,
visitors experience the majesty of the universe;
a rendering of the transformed Planetarium
by RSP Architects

Meanwhile our understanding of the cosmos and humankind’s
place on Earth has undergone explosive transformations. Moving
at an ever-accelerating pace of discovery and development, the
scientific community is constantly reinterpreting the “known world.”
We rely upon new and more powerful technologies to advance the
fields of astronomy, astrophysics, and space exploration. With robotic
spacecraft we have explored the near and far reaches of our solar
system, and the discoveries have been stunning. The Hubble Space
Telescope and other state-of-the-art instruments have opened our
eyes to unexpected wonders within our galaxy and out to the limits
of the observable universe.
Just as these new technologies and miracles of engineering have
allowed humans to send spacecraft beyond the reaches of Earth,
so have they transformed the way planetariums represent space.
The time has come, therefore, for a complete renovation—indeed a

10
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transformation—of our Charles Hayden Planetarium. First, we will substitute our old Zeiss star projector with
the very latest Zeiss Starmaster system, as well as a new video display system, which will open up the cosmos to
us in startling and beautiful ways.
“It will feel as if we are all in a spacecraft and I am the captain, taking us where we will,” says Planetarium manager
Robin Symonds. “We will be able to ﬂy out through the stars and nebulae of the Milky Way, to the outskirts of the
galaxy and beyond—out past tens of thousands of other galaxies, to look back on our home as aliens might.”
The experience will not, however, be a Star Wars-like rendition of an imagined cosmos. Instead, visitors will explore
the universe as it is now known. Its dazzling features will be modeled on the latest scientific data. The experience
will be as thrilling as any in a movie theater—more so, in fact, for its authenticity and educational value.

NASA: Celebrating the Past, Planning the Future
As part of its 50th anniversary celebration, NASA chose the
Museum of Science as one of seven national sites to hold a
Future Forum. These forums were designed by NASA to engage
thought leaders from the region in a meaningful discussion of NASA’s
plans for the future and challenges that face America as we seek to
retain a position of leadership in space exploration. Some 200 people—

According to Symonds, the new Charles Hayden Planetarium will offer an experience like none other. “Using a
new full-dome video system from Nashua, New Hampshire-based Sky-Skan, the premier planetarium systems
design company in the world, we will be able to look inward as well as outward, backwards in time as well as
forward in time,” she says. “Our visitors will feel like they have been transported to another place and another time.
Perhaps under the surface of the ocean, swimming with whales and sharks, or ﬂying through the blood vessels
of the human body, approaching the valves of the heart, and entering the heart, to see, hear, and feel it pulsing
around you. And, of course, always to the stars above.”

leaders in business, academia, and government, as well as

It is not only the Planetarium itself that will be transformed; it is also the programming. Paul Fontaine, vice president
for education, notes that the Museum’s creative staff will be “let loose” to create new products for full-dome programming and will work in collaboration with other planetariums to create new programs for teaching and learning.

study STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics) subjects. Museum president and

“Once transformed as planned,” says Fontaine, “The Charles Hayden Planetarium will be without peer in the
New England area and will provide the Museum with a revolutionary teaching tool, unmatched for its versatility.” ■

members of NASA’s leadership—gathered at the Museum on
September 18 for a series of talks and panel discussions.
The Museum welcomed this opportunity to gather some of the best innovators and thinkers in the
country. NASA and the Museum share a deep interest in ﬁnding ways to encourage young people to

director and NASA Advisory Council member Ioannis Miaoulis participated in one panel discussion that
addressed this particular issue. Miaoulis stressed that NASA can play a unique role in STEM education
by launching a public campaign and focusing funds on technology and engineering education programs. “I see no better champion than NASA to do that,” he said.

Giving Thanks to our Planetarium Stars

gift

The Museum of Science is deeply grateful to all the individuals and organizations
that have provided support for the renewed Planetarium. We acknowledge in
particular donations of $30,000 or more made by:
Anonymous (3)

Massachusetts Cultural Facilities Fund

The Honorable Nonnie S. Burnes and
Richard M. Burnes Jr.

Ann Merriﬁeld and Wayne Davis

Cabot Family Charitable Trust
The Tarrant Cutler Family
Brit and Alex d’Arbeloff
Daphne and George N. Hatsopoulos

Elizabeth and J. Stuart Moore
Mr. and Mrs. Rodger P. Nordblom
Richard Saltonstall Charitable Foundation
William M. and Judith A. Steul

George Lewis
Louise P. and John H. MacMillan IV
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DR. JeffReY HoffMAn Director, Massachusetts Space Grant Consortium (moderator)
DR. ioAnnis MiAouLis President and Director, Museum of Science

Charles Hayden Foundation
Wendy and Philip Kistler

nAsA fuTuRe foRuM insPiRATion PAneL PARTiciPAnTs

MR. JosePH sciuLLi National Science Teachers Association

Total Contributions To Date:

$5,406,243

Ms. Lee A. siLVesTRe Vice President, Mission Innovation, Integrated Defense Systems, Raytheon
DR. JoYce L. WinTeRTon Assistant Administrator for Education, NASA Headquarters
DR. isA ZiMMeRMAn Senior Fellow, The PK-16 Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics Initiative,

University of Massachusetts President’s Office
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Last April an art collector and frequent Museum of
Science visitor stopped by Christie’s auction house in
Paris, seeking 16th- and 17th- century Flemish paintings.
What captivated him was a different sort of treasure:
a Triceratops skeleton, unearthed from the Dakota
Badlands. “Its beauty was striking,” he recalls.

A Beautiful Beast
Meet Cliff the Triceratops, on Loan From a Generous Art Lover
Cliff is meant to be put on view
and marveled at, his loaner
says. “As a collector, I look for
quality and rarity. It doesn’t get
much better than this.”

>

NO BONES ABOUT IT Cliff the Triceratops debuts in

Boston. (l to r) One of ten crates in which Cliff was
shipped from Europe to the Museum; a first glimpse of
the beast’s head, still in its crate; the assembled Triceratops
on display at Christie’s auction house in Paris

As of November 15, visitors to the Museum’s Blue Wing will be able to see
for themselves. The collector, who prefers to remain anonymous, paid close
to $1 million for the fossil and promptly loaned it to the Museum, where it
will be displayed and studied for many years to come. In accordance with
tradition, the dinosaur’s owner was given the opportunity to name the
specimen, and he named it for his late grandfather, Cliff, who also loved
antiquities.

“Triceratops Cliff” is meant to be seen and marveled at, his loaner says. “As
a collector, I look for quality and rarity. It doesn’t get much better than this.”
The Triceratops (which means “three-horned face”) skeleton is largely
complete, one of only four nearly complete Triceratops on public display
anywhere in the world. The feet are missing, a common feature perhaps
best explained by predators. Some hind-leg bones, some rib pieces, vertebrae, the tips of the horns, and portions of the skull have also been reconstructed with resin. Experts suspect Cliff was somehow buried soon after he
died, before scavengers could pull him apart.
14
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examine

“We are all boys at heart,” acknowledges Cliff’s owner, who remembers playing with toy
versions of Triceratops and T. rex. He is concerned, however, about what can happen to invaluable
specimens that are privately owned. “I would be hard-pressed to fit [the skeleton] in my twofamily in Boston,” he quipped. “It was never my goal to spirit it away, out of the public domain.”

Source of Inspiration
As a destination, Boston’s famed science museum seemed to him a natural choice.
“The Museum draws in people from around the world, and it’s exciting to me that
they will be able to see it. That’s why I donate and loan things to museums,” he says.
“This fossil is an amazing piece of nature, especially when you consider how it was
preserved from prehistory.”
The collector still has a 1923 Model T from his grandfather’s car collection, one of
several the pair restored together. His grandfather was in the typewriter business
back when typewriters were something new. His father inherited the business but
had the acumen to know when to switch to computers; ultimately, he launched
20 companies. And today his son continues that spirit of entrepreneurship and says,
“I pursue projects for the sheer fun of it.”

>

TOOTING HIS HORNS Cliff at

Christie’s; Cliff’s horns uncovered;
vertebrate column showing steel
armature with rib mounts

His real passion is the paintings of artists from Antwerp, in Belgium, an endeavor
he finds “intellectually boundless.” These masters once filled rooms with art and
exquisite human-made curiosities (kunstkammer) as well as marvels of nature
(wunderkammer), such as fossils. “These objects, considered the pinnacle of art, were used
in still-life paintings,” he explains.

A Gift to Science
Dinosaur fossils are meant to be studied, says this Museum benefactor. “I agree with the
assertions of paleontologists who say that to lock [this one] away would be damaging to science.
Its rarity may make possible the discovery of new things.”
According to Lynn Baum, Museum content developer for this exhibit, Cliff will be much more
than a star attraction. Scientists, fellows, and visiting paleontologists will study the skeleton,
seeking clues about the animal’s life, behavior, and ultimate fate. Was this giant likely male
or female? What can we deduce from the minerals in its bones and the geology of its former
resting place? Are there signs of disease?
For now, a long-buried treasure belongs to Boston. ■

To learn more, visit mos.org/triceratops.

Triceratops were among the most common type of dinosaur in the Dakota Badlands region during the Late Cretaceous
period of the Mesozoic era. They became extinct with all other dinosaurs about 65 million years ago. Areas now
marked by rugged hills, buttes, and bluffs were once a vast subtropical coastal plain, with broad-leafed trees, palm
trees, and abundant ground ferns—plenty of food for this giant plant-eater.
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MAKinG A HoMe foR cLiff

Under the direction of project manager Larry Ralph and content developer
Lynn Baum, museum staff have created a home for Cliff near the Museum’s

Private or Public?

T. rex. In addition to making space for Cliff on the floor of the Blue Wing, the

This Triceratops was discovered in 2004 on private land. Purchased by a collector in western Europe, it is only the
second near-complete dinosaur skeleton ever sold at auction (the first, in 1997, was the Tyrannosaurus rex Sue,
now on display at the Field Museum in Chicago).

team assembled the hundreds of bones that had been shipped to the Museum

Collecting dinosaur fossils has become the rage, even among Hollywood celebrities. In 2007 actors Leonardo DiCaprio
and Nicholas Cage entered into a bidding war over a dinosaur skull, which Cage won in the end for $276,000.

original reconstruction and articulation of the specimen.

in ten packing crates. They were guided by discussions with the Zoic Company in Italy and the noted Italian geologist, Flavio Bacchia, who worked on the
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our World is changing

sPeciAL THAnKs

And So Are We

>

Scientists study the amazing
similarity among all humans’
DNA as well as small
differences that have
contributed to our variability

The Museum deeply appreciates the
counsel and expertise of the following:

In the last decade, the study of human biology and the development of
biotechnologies have resulted in amazing new insights into what it means to be
human: the rich variability and yet remarkable similarity among us. It has raised
questions about why some people enjoy long, healthy lives while others fall prey
to disease. Research shows us that our DNA and the environment are intimately
connected, and with this understanding we gain a new vocabulary—a language
that links science to our daily lives and to the lives of future generations.

Christopher Bettinger PhD

We must all learn the language of this new science in order to appreciate how
human DNA is affected by a complex and dynamic environment, an environment
that includes not only the physical world, but also other living things and even our
own behavior—diet and exercise, for example. What local, national, and global
surveys all tell us is that disparities in health among populations, even within the
United States, are in large part the consequence of poor health literacy. Knowing
enough to ask the right questions is vital if people are to make informed decisions
regarding their health and well-being, and make decisions for themselves, for their
families, and for the global community.

Robert Lue PhD

Rob DeSalle PhD
Paul R. Epstein MD, MPH
Kathleen Frith MS
Marc Hauser PhD
Paula A. Johnson MD, MPH
Leo X. Liu MD
David Nathan MD
Joan Suit PhD

The Museum is Changing Too
In this age of ever-accelerating discovery, the Museum of Science has a responsibility to
help visitors young and old understand human life and its future. Through three different
perspectives—anatomical, evolutionary and environmental—we’ll explore the ways in which
we are altering our world and evolving as a species.
To this end, the Museum is preparing its largest permanent exhibit ever, although the words
“permanent exhibit” do not capture the essence of what will be a venue filled with dynamic,
interactive, multifaceted activities and experiences. To engage lifelong learners at every level,
exhibit staff will frequently change elements of the initiative, informing it with the latest
scientific and technological discoveries, adjusting and creating new delivery methods, and
adding content to provide visitors with new insights. We will include innovative technologies
and web-based experiences, and will continue to engage the sharpest scientific minds in the
area to conduct on-the-spot research activities and interact directly with visitors.
The new life sciences exhibit, now in conceptual design, will be installed in the Museum’s
Green Wing, Level 2 in 2012. More immediately (within the next six months), Museum
staff will start to work interactively with visitors, testing research-driven prototypes to probe
questions that might include tissue engineering, the genetics of sleep, an increase in the
incidence of allergies, diseases of aging, and the global consequences of antibiotic resistance.
This exhibit promises to challenge the mind and excite the imagination. We hope, too, that
it will inspire generations to take up the tools of science, engineering, and technology to
challenge what they believe about the world and their place in it and to prepare themselves
for inevitable change to come. ■
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A view through three lenses—evolutionary,
environmental and anatomical—allows us
to see ourselves as participants in a dynamic
world and gives us insight into the fact that
humans are changing
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The computer clubhouse
celebrates 15 Years

impact

100+ Clubhouses in 21 Countries and
25,000 Young People Served Annually
Fifteen years ago, the Computer Museum
(which later merged with the Museum of Science)

“The stories of the individual

collaborated with the MIT Media Lab to establish

kids whose lives have been

the ﬁrst Computer Clubhouse—an innovative program

transformed through

that encourages young people from underserved

engagement in a Computer

communities to explore their ideas, express their

Clubhouse are absolutely

creativity, and experience the joy of learning through
computer technology. Now, the Museum serves as

heartwarming and amazing.”

headquarters for a global network of Computer

Rick Burnes

Clubhouses in 21 countries that engages 25,000

CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD, MUSEUM OF SCIENCE

young people per year.
>

AGAinsT A BAcKDRoP of DisTuRBinG

high school drop-out rates and low college
participation for under-served youth, a recent
survey commissioned by the Museum of Science,
funded by a grant from Intel, and conducted by
SRI International, an independent, nonprofit

The Computer Clubhouse in action

Computer chip manufacturer Intel Corporation, long a supporter of math and science
education, was among the first corporations to fund the program. Impressed by the
program’s reach and impact on youth, Intel offered in 1999 to partner in the expansion of
the Computer Clubhouse program and network. Since 2000 Intel has invested more than
$30 million in this initiative.
Says Pia Body-Wilson, Intel’s diversity education manager, “Intel is enormously proud of
the partnership it has forged with the Museum of Science and the expansion of the Intel
Computer Clubhouse Network. Together we have created a force for good—a way to help
young people from underserved communities find their own inner passion and realize their
potential. Intel’s philanthropic investment in this innovative model for informal education
has realized a substantial societal return.”

research institute, shows that 76% of active
Clubhouse members plan to continue their
education after high school.
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In August Intel also provided sponsorship for the biennial Computer Clubhouse Teen Summit, bringing together
youth and their chaperones from around the globe. “The Teen Summit inspires youth leaders to build upon the
skills they’ve gained in their ‘home’ Clubhouses, offering them new, collaborative experiences that encourage
them to become global citizens,” says Gail Breslow, Intel Computer Clubhouse Network director.

The Red coats:

On October 21 the Computer Clubhouse celebrated its 15th anniversary. Leaders from the MIT Media Lab, Intel,
the Museum of Science, and other corporate supporters joined with Clubhouse youth and representatives of many
contributing community organizations to recognize the accomplishments of this program.

Volunteers Add Color to the
Museum Experience

“The stories of the individual kids whose lives have been transformed through engagement in a Computer Clubhouse
are absolutely heartwarming and amazing,” says Rick Burnes, chairman of the board of the Museum of Science,
“Their stories make clear to us the impact of this program.” ■

Twenty years ago, Dottye Foxon slipped into the Museum’s signature red
coat and took up her post as a volunteer in the Human Body Connection.
A retired nurse from Reading, Massachusetts, Dottye has since logged
thousands of hours educating visitors on the inner workings of the heart
and lungs and on various other issues related to human biology.
Giving time and enthusiasm to the Museum became a family affair when
her husband, Mark, came aboard in 1992. Since retiring from a career in
sales, he has been a volunteer in the Eye Opener program, which brings
Boston second graders to the Museum. Each Tuesday Mark leads introductory tours, exposing kids to the wonders of science and engineering.

Promise and Possibility:
One Young Woman’s Story
“The Computer Clubhouse showed me what I was capable

The Foxons love the sense of constant innovation at the Museum and say
they are impressed with Museum president Ioannis Miaoulis’s vision to
promote technological education nationwide. Most of all, they love seeing
visitors’ eyes light up as they discover something new. “We are really
getting more out of it than we give,” says Mark.

of doing,” says Nancy Douyon, whose involvement in the
weekly Girls Day program profoundly shaped her future.
She graduated from Suffolk University last spring—ten years
after she started spending afternoons at the Clubhouse

Both Foxons have served as directors on the board of the Volunteer Service
League. Mark’s third two-year term ended several years ago, while Dottye
currently serves on a variety of the board’s committees. She also works on
a task force charged with developing ideas for maximizing the Museum’s
benefits to varied audiences.

mastering graphic design and video editing programs.
She now aspires to be an engineer.
There were times when her future didn’t look so promising. In her mid-teens she lost her
family and was forced into foster care for the duration of high school. Her schoolwork
suffered. But her Clubhouse friends and mentors always supported her.
“Brenda Abanavas [manager of the Girls Day program] taught me that I have a choice,”
Nancy recalls. “I realized that I could mope around and do nothing, but that’s not what I

>

Dottye and Mark Foxon
in their volunteer coats

Their involvement with the board helps the Foxons appreciate the broad scope of roles Museum
volunteers play. “Volunteers are the human side of the Museum to most visitors,” says Dottye.
“Our contact can really color our visitors’ impressions of the Museum.” ■
To join the Museum’s corps of dedicated volunteers, visit mos.org/volunteering,
call 617-589-0380, or email volunteer1@mos.org.

wanted to do. I wanted to keep coming here and developing my skills.”
As her conﬁdence and skills blossomed, Nancy became a technology coordinator at

THe MuseuM of science VoLunTeeR seRVice LeAGue: PioneeRinG inVoLVeMenT

the YWCA, landed a job at the Museum of Science, led workshops for Girls Day, and,

More than 600 active volunteers give time, knowledge, and enthusiasm to the Museum of Science. All of these individuals

during college, worked part-time at Harvard University as an information systems auditor.

are members of the Museum’s Volunteer Service League (VSL), an entity founded in 1959 that is governed and represented

Recently, she was awarded a GEM Fellowship (GEM is the National Consortium for

by its own board of directors. Elected each spring, the VSL board is comprised of volunteer liaisons from a variety of Museum

Graduate Degrees for Minorities in Engineering and Science, Inc.) and support from Intel.
Nancy Douyon’s future is now wide open with possibility.

programs in which the volunteers serve. The board’s president serves on the Museum’s board of trustees.
Members of the VSL and its board interact daily with Museum visitors in ways that bring science and technology to life.
They also support the Museum ﬁnancially and philanthropically through their annual fundraiser celebrating Independence Day.

Nancy’s story is unique to her but common among Computer Clubhouse graduates. ■
For more information about the Computer Clubhouse, visit computerclubhouse.org.
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This event generates funds, some of which are used to enhance the visitor experience through a series of grants awarded to
Museum staff. Each year the VSL gives the Museum about $40,000 in grants. Between 2000 and 2007, the VSL board gave
over $325,000 in internal grant money.
MUSEUM OF SCIENCE
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i n G RATiTu D e

colonel francis T. colby:
The Million-Dollar Man
The glass doors of the Museum’s Colby Room are windows into
the life of a man from another generation, a man with a passion
for world travel and exotic artifacts.
“If it had not been for the Colby gift, the
ﬁrst million-dollar gift we received, it is very
difﬁcult to guess where the course of the
Museum would have led. The Museum’s
Trustees, members, friends, and all of its
countless visitors owe him a tremendous
debt of gratitude.”
Bradford Washburn
From Museum of Science, Boston: The Founding
and Formative Years - The Washburn Era
(1939 to 1980) by Mary Desmond Rock, p.111

>
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(l to r) Portrait of Colonel
Francis T. Colby; African
artifacts on display in the
Colby Room; Museum
overseers Pam Lassiter
and Joy Lucas tour the
Colby Room with Ken Pauley,
an education associate
at the Museum

“World soldier, sportsman, explorer, naturalist; so proudly American-bred, so Olympian in
his tastes; so fondly and so deeply self-tutored in the experience, the wonder, and the mystery”
is how Nancy MacLennan, an American journalist and consular officer, described her friend
Colonel Francis Thompson Colby. He was also an enlightened and generous philanthropist.
In the 1950s, Colonel Colby gave the Museum of Science its first-ever million-dollar gift—
the equivalent of $9.3 million today.
Born in Boston in 1882, Colby was a direct ninth-generation descendent of Mayﬂower
pilgrim Myles Standish, which may help to explain his love of travel and adventure. Educated
at Harvard and a banker and lawyer by trade, he served with distinction in both the Belgian
and US armies during World War I. However, it was Colby’s lifelong passion for travel that
took him across the globe—Europe, Ceylon (now Sri Lanka), India, Japan, American Samoa,
Alaska, Africa—and resulted in an amazing assembly of artifacts.

inTRoDucinG THe coLoneL fRAncis T. coLBY socieTY: ceLeBRATinG PHiLAnTHRoPY

As the late Bradford Washburn, founder of the Museum of

To launch the society, we plan to host a new and very

Science, liked to say, “I wouldn’t last 30 minutes climbing

special annual recognition event beginning in 2009.

solo.” Like Washburn, the Museum itself could not have

On this occasion, Museum leaders will pay tribute to

flourished for nearly two centuries (since its inception

people whose contributions over time have had a major

in 1830 as a museum of natural history) without friends

impact on the Museum. This will include both major donors

As part of his bequest, the Colby Room was built to house his collection—an exact replica of
his gun and trophy room in Hamilton, Massachusetts—in memory of his father, Rear Admiral
Harrison Gray Otis Colby. At the entrance to the room stand two enormous elephant doors
from the palace of the Sultan of Witu, studded with ornate brass spikes. Inside the room is a
vast array of pelts and mounted heads of animals, East African statues, Ethiopian artwork and,
framing its gigantic fireplace, Maasai shields and spears.

whose support has made it the world-class teaching and

and volunteers of long standing. In the years ahead, the

learning center it is today.

Museum will welcome many more donors and volunteers

In recognition and celebration of the Museum’s most

into the Colby Society.

generous philanthropists—those who have given of

We also expect to begin a new Museum of Science

their time, talent, and treasure—we are launching a new

tradition; each year, we will present the Francis T. Colby

recognition society. The society is named for Colonel

Award to individuals or families whose gifts have made an

Because of the collection’s fragility, the room is visible to the public only through closed glass
doors. But it will be opened on occasion to members of the Colby Society (see facing page),
those who continue Colonel Colby’s tradition of generous philanthropy. ■

Francis T. Colby who, in 1953, became the first Museum

important and lasting difference to this noble institution.

supporter to make a million-dollar outright gift. With great

for further information on the

foresight and generosity, he also created an endowment

colonel francis T. colby society,

fund to maintain the exhibit and left the Museum a residual

please call sandy Mirabile at 617-589-0406.

trust to benefit the institution in perpetuity.
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ABOUT THE COVER IMAGE
Unspeakable beauty and unimaginable
bedlam can be found together in the
Trifid Nebula. Also known as M20, this
photogenic nebula is visible with good
binoculars towards the constellation of
Sagittarius. The energetic processes of
star formation create not only the colors
but the chaos. The red-glowing gas
results from high-energy starlight striking
interstellar hydrogen gas. The dark dust
filaments that lace M20 were created in
the atmospheres of cool giant stars and
in the debris from supernovae explosions.
Which bright young stars light up the blue
reflection nebula is still being investigated.
The light from M20 we see today left
perhaps 3000 years ago, although the
exact distance remains unknown. Light
takes about 50 years to cross M20.
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part of what makes life worth living.”
Brian Greene, The New York Times, June 1, 2008

Dear Friends of the Museum of Science,
Science is one of the greatest adventure stories, as Brian Greene wrote
in the passage quoted here. The Museum of Science has long been
dedicated to inspiring and motivating all who come here to share in
the drama and pursuit of scientific and technological discovery.
In recent years, thanks to the leadership of president Ioannis Miaoulis
and the board of trustees, the Museum has expanded its vision far
beyond its walls, fostering scientific and technological literacy
throughout the country.
This new magazine was created for you, our closest family members.
It is published in gratitude for the many ways you support the
Museum—as financial contributors, volunteers, teachers, visitors,
corporate and community partners. We will chronicle some of the
powerful ways that lives and careers have been shaped by immersion
in the Museum experience—ways the Museum changes lives that
change the world.
To sustain these changes, we need your best ideas, insights, time,
energy—and every dollar of philanthropic support possible.
We thank all of you who have supported us over the years.
We welcome others who may be just discovering the role the
Museum plays in elevating science to its rightful place.
We look forward to sharing the adventure with you.
With gratitude,
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